LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, EMISSION
CONTROLS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
THAT ARE AS EXQUISITE AS OUR
SMALL-BATCH ROASTERS.
Probat equipment gives you the unlimited potential to stir your passion for specialty coffee. Our
exceptional small-batch roasters are just the beginning. We also offer a variety of additional equipment
to help you test a new roast, reduce emissions and achieve ultimate consistency. With the world’s
finest resources at hand, you’ll be able to serve your customers perfection, cup after cup.

L ABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Our variety of sample coffee roasters
and analytical equipment allow you
to test optimal roasting parameters
on a small scale and transfer them to
full-scale production. Experiment with
new beans and specialized blends to
determine your ideal roasting color,
moisture content, flavor and more.

Laboratory and sample coffee
roasters with 1, 2, 4 or 6 barrels

Colorette 4 measuring unit to gauge
color and ensure consistency

Moisture tester to determine moisture
content of green and roasted beans

Coffee cupping table for experiencing
coffee aroma and flavor
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EMISSION CONTROLS
Our thermal exhaust air-cleaning systems
and process-integrated energy recovery
systems ensure efficient and compliant
operations. Modular and dust-free system
designs allow you to make enhancements
easily when environmental codes change.

Thermal afterburners to minimize emissions and smoke visibility

CONTROL SYSTEMS
Our control systems provide the assurance
you need to grow your business while
retaining control over your signature
roasts. With Probat, you can define your
roasting profiles, and then accurately
reproduce them for a perfect roast every
time with our Pilot Roaster Shop Software.

P/2 Series Pilot Roaster Shop Software

Probat is the world’s most trusted name in comprehensive coffee roasting solutions. We deliver exceptional
roasters, grinders, software, controls and more, that set the standard for quality, longevity and return on
investment. With 150 years of experience in the art and science of roasting coffee, and unmatched resources
in engineering, R&D, sales and service, Probat provides the most knowledgeable consultation, backed by
premier installation services and remarkably responsive local support. Our commitment to excellence allows
you to focus on the success of your business, for generations to come.

To learn how Probat is committed to helping you excel at every level
of specialty roasting, call 877.683.8113 or visit probatburns.com.
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